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J .
' V-*-> *• Among the most intriguing modern theoretical problems are the investigations of

' the properties of still nondiscovered Higgs particles. The special attention is nowadays paid

to the searches of a Standard Model Higgs boson. Various aspects of "Higgs hunting" were

•j discussed in detail from the theoretical [1],[2) and the phenomenological [2],[3j points of view. ' .

I The current lower bound on a Standard Model Higgs boson mass is Mn > 52 GeV at the

1 95% confindence level (see e.g. [4]). This lower bound came from the analysis of the LEP

; , data with taking into account of the theoretical expression for H" —» qq decay rate including ••

Y the results of the calculations of the order O(a,,) QCD corrections [5], One of the main '

y decay channels of a Higgs boson in the intermidiate mass range 50 GeV < Mn < 2Mw is

, . the decay to the 66 final states with the coupling constant being proportional to the 6-quark

' mass. In this mass range the theoretical uncertainties of T(W —> 66) are closely related to

the theoretical uncertainties of the branching ratio of the process H" —• 77 which is known

as one of the most typical reactions for the searches of not too heavy Higgs bosons.

Carefull studies of various kinds of theoretical predictions for both F(ZJ0 —• 66) and

Br(H1' —> 77) became very important in view of the appearence of the 4 yet non-explained

recent LEP events in the reaction e+e~ —» l+l~fy (one e+e"77 and three ^+/x"77 events)

with the invariant mass of the photons close to 60 GeV (!?) [6]. In any case the analysis of

the QCD uncertainties for F(H" —* bb) can be usefull in the planned studies of the possible

properties of a Higgs particles at the future colliders, namely LEP2, LHC, SSC.

The massless QCD corrections to T(W —» hadrons) were considered at the next-to-

, i next-to-leading order (NNLO) using the concept of the running 6-quark mass mt,(Mn) [7],[8]

' g with taking into account of the 3-loop NNLO corrections to the QCD /?-function [9] and

f'-f,' to the anomalous mass dimension function [1Oj. The final results [8] demonstrate that in

(JK the MS-scheme these QCD corrections are non-negligible. However, in QCD one can also

use different concept of the heavy quark mass, namely the pole quark mass (for the general

consideration of the corresponding renormalization Oroup equations see ref.[ll]). In this case

the expression for the decay width H" —> q'q (H" —» l~l+) has been explicitely calculated in

refs.[5], [12] at the O(a,) (0(a))-level.

In this work using the results of the recent calculations of the 2-loop relation bet wee *he

running and the pole quark masses [13] and the results of refs.[8] we present the exprer •., for

the W —> 66 decay width at the a^-level in terms of the on-shell mass in two different forms.

The first one will contain the /n(M|f/mjJ)-contributions explicitely, while in the second one ».

they will be summed up through the renormalization group (RG) technique.

Our results demonstrate that the higher older QCD effects produce the negative correc-

tions which diminish the corresponding decay rate by over 50%. It is argued that taking into

account of the order C?(ajJ)-effects is important for the resolution of the observed in ref.[2] •"*

puzzle of the differences between various parametrization of the QCD results for T(H" —» 66)
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-̂  in the experimentally interesting region of M// values.

, The dependence of the presented approximations for F(H" —> 66) from a Higgs mass is

. also studied. The importance of taking into account of the order

j for modeling the threshold effects in the H" —» qq process is stressed. Then we analyse the

I QCD theoretical uncertainties in F(H" —» 66) by comparing different parametrizations of the

Ï corresponding perturbative series and taking into account the currently existing uncertainties

>1 in the values of the parameter AJ^ [14]. By calculating the contribution of the order O(dl)

f. • and O(aa9) corrections to F(H" —* 66) via the lines of ref. [15] we demonstrate that at the

'* intermediate region of Mn -values the ambiguities due to different ways of parametrization

'. . of the perturbative series play the dominant role.

Finally, our results are applied for the analysis of the related QCD corrections to F(H" -*

cc) width. The consideration of the branching ratios of a Higgs boson will be presented in

the future publication.

2. We start from technical considerations. First we remind différent QCD expressions

for F(H" —» 66) in terms of the on-shell quark mass. At the Born level of perturbation theory

one has

r / /t5 = F(H" -* 66) = r,(,V (i)

where

4ml
W1

The corresponding O(af) leading order (LO) approximation of the decay width reads [5, 12]

where

c 4 \A(0) 3 + 34/32 - 13/?', 1 + 0 3 ( - l + 7/32)l . .6 = 3 VT~ + —W3— r^é+ —W2—J {)

with A(0) denned as

-4/3In0 (5)
1-/3

Here Li2(x) = f{*(dt/t)ln(l - i) is the Spence function '.

'Notice that the expression for A{(3) in the second work from ref.[12] contained misprint-last two terms

of eq.(5) were absent.
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We will now consider the exprasion for Fllbi in terms of the running b-quark mass mb =

TUb[Mn) with taking into account of the order (^(mjj/M/, ^contributions. Since the running

mass Mb(Mn) is defined through the running coupling constant Ot11(Mn) already in the lowest

order of perturbation theory, we will identify the Born RG-improved expression with the LO

approximation, which can be defined as

(6)

where in the LO of perturbation theory fnb(Mn)=(all(Mn)fas(mb))2l/r'iTnb. At the NNLO

level of perturbation theory the expanded in 0(WiIfMf1) -terms expression for Tllbi can be

presented in the following form

iibL* " 1 0 ml[[l +1II

(r") i A r ( m ) |

1 +AF2 J (7)

Here Ar1 (Arjm)) and Ar 2 (Ar^m)) are the next-to-leading order (NLO) and NNLO QCD

corrections to the "coefficient functions" of the Hu —» 66 decay width r / /6g. The general

analytic expressions for AFi and AF2 were obtained in ref. [8] in the M5-scheme with the

help of the SCHOONSHIP analytical system [16] and read

AT, - "
4

7T
(8)

AF2 = { [ ( — - 62C(3) W 1 - (65 - 163C(S))T/ + (^ - 36C(3)W1 - £ (9)
IA 4 / \ / \4 / J Io

2((nc., -Wf-
48

In the case of QCD with / = 5 numbers of flavours and CA = 3,(7/.- = 4/3, T = 1/2 eq.(8)

and eq.(9) have the following numerical form

3 TT
(10)

AF2 = 29.u(°"(fw))

The result for AF1 coincides with the one obtained previously [17]. The analytical expression

for AF2 (see eq.(9)) was recently confirmed [18] using FORM analytical system [19].

The NLO a,, correction to the order 0(TnIfMj1) -contributions can be obtained using the

results of calculations of ref. [20]. In the MS-scheme it reads

(12)
TT

= (C = 4/3) = ^zUM

The corresponding NNLO ajj-term is still unknown. In principle it can be obtained after the

analysis of the results of the calculations of the 3-loop order 0(m2)- corrections to the 2-point
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function of the scalar quark currents in the eucledian region [21] with taking into account of

the effects of the analytical continuation to the physical region (7r2-terms). However, varying

this correction between AF./" =0 and AF2" =40(a,(M//)/ir)z we will demonstrate that this

term is not very importnat in our phenomenological studies.

3. Let us now express the corresponding approximation for F;/bj; of eq.(7) with the

radiative corrections defined by eqs.(10,11,12) through the b-quark pole mass. First we

transform the running b-quark mass to the mass shell via the following 2-loop RG equation

- 271 ln(a

(13)

where x = Mf,/ml and /3, = 23/12,7, =1,72 = 253/72 are the coefficients of the QCD /3-

function and of the anomalous mass dimension function 7,n (with / = 5 numbers of flavours)

in the MS-scheme, which are defined as

., d a,

TT
(15)

The next step is the application of the obtained in ref. [13] 2-loop relation between the

normalized on the mass-shell running b-quark mass in the M5-scheme and the pole b-quark

mass :

From eq.(l3) and eq.(16) one can get the final 2-loop relation between the MS-scheme

running and pole b-quark masses :

(17)

The similar expression has been previously used in the course of the derivation of the

O(ajmlJM^) corrections to the axial Z-boson decay rate [22] with taking into account the

results of ref.[8]. We will apply it for the determination of the NLO corrections to the

expression of T111^ through the b-quark pole mass. This expresion can be defined as

,,a AF,] - ^ | ) ] (18)

*
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Using now eqs.(10,ll,12) we get

(3

V2 = ( - 4.54 - 2.08 Y - - 18.14ln(») + 0.08In^a;)) (a" flM
\ jT^, THb / \ TT /

,..) /4 .\a»(M/,)= U"41n(a: ))~v~
(- (65.6 + 4.16

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

We checked that the results for AF| and AF, "' are in agreement with the ones obtained

from the complete LO massive dependence of Yilbi (see eq.(3)-eq.(5)) after expanding it in

powers of ml/Mf1. The expressions for the order a2 corrections are new.

In order to understand the relative value of the sizeable In(M^/mj;)-terms in the above

presented parametrization of ri1bi we will sum them back to the running b-quark mass Mb

by solving the corresponding RG equation

= exp\ - /3(x)
dx (23)

with taking into account of the 3-loop results of refs. [9], [1Oj. Using then eq.(16) we express

n) through the pole quark mass nib as

Ml(Mu) = m6
2$6(a,(M,/),a,(mfc)) (24)

The NNLO approximation of the ^,.-function in the A/5-scheme is determined by the con-

siderations of refs.[8, 13] and read

(25)
a,(mb)

1 - 2.67- ( 1 8 . 58 +2.08 t ^

where we will use the following NNLO approximation of a, in the MS-scheme

a Js) 1 /S2InL. 1
'In2L,-/32InL3 (26)

for / = 5 numbers of flavours with L., = ln^ /A 2 ^) , /3, = 23/12, /32 = 29/12 and #, =

9769/3456 [9].

Substituting now eq.(24) and eq.(25) into eq.(6) and eq.(7) we get the LO RG-improved

expression for THI£ through the b-quark pole mass

._rW(a.{M,,)\%( imlfa.{MH)\
"1" \a,(mb)) V ~M%VZAZ)I (27)
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and the corresponding NNLO expression

(
where

7T 7T

[1 + Af(r) + Af2'"
)] + O ( ^ ) ]

(28)

(29)

Af2 = 4 6 . 8 ( a ^ "') -(11.2 + 2.08
\ 7T / f?u TtIl, 7T

•("') _

TT 7T
(33)

Af <"> =
2

(2.7 - 4.16 £ ^

(32)

For the estimate of the numerical contribution of the AF2"' -term we will take AF2"* =0 and

AF2" = 40(Q»(M/I)/TT)2 . Note that the RG-improved expression for FHfc^ differs from the ones

used previously in the literature (see e.g.[2]) by truncating the corresponding perturbative

series at the analysed level of perturbation theory. We think that this parametrization is

more selfconsistent from the point of view of obtaining concrete predictions.

4. In order to understand the relative value of different QCD corrections to Flj(^

discussed and derived in Sees.2,3 we plot at Figs.1-4 the expression for the ratio R//M =

T11JrI? (ri6) = 3^5/(8T)Gz-MzZm6
2) as the functions of M11 for the values of AJJL =

150 MeV and mb = 4.8 GeV without and with order ml/Mf1 -corrections.

Fig.l corresponds to the massless expression of -R//^ through the pole quark mass via

eq.(18) with (a) AF, = 0, AF2 = 0 ; (b) AF,=(eq.(19)), AF2 = 0 and (c) AF,=(eq.(19)),

AF2=(eq.(20)).

At Fig.2 the same ratio is expressed using the KG-improved massless formula of eq.(28)

with (a) AF1=O , AF2=O ; (b) AF,=(eq.(29)) , AF2=O and (c) AF,=(eq.(29)), AF2=(eq.(30))

and the QCD coupling constant a3 defined by the LO, NLO and NNLO approximations of

eq.(26) correspondingly.

Fig.3 shows the dependence of Rn^ from Mn in the case of the pole-quark mass formulae

with taking into account of the O(ml/M'ft ^corrections. The solid curve (a) displays the com-

plete massive dependence of the Born approximation for Rm^ (see eq.(l)); the dashed curve

(a) corresponds to the expanded in TO2,/Mf1 -term LO expression (see eq.(18) with AFi=O,

AF2=O, AF(
1

rn)=0 and AF2
m)=0). The dashed-dotted curve (b) demonstrates the dependence

from Mn of the complete LO expression for R11^ (see eqs.(3)-(5)); the dotted curve (b) cor-

responds to the LO approximation of eq.(18) with AF,=(eq.(19)), AF2=O, AF^n)=(eq.(21)),

AF2 =0. The curves (c) compare the NLO behaviour of the expanded expression for R11^,



fe
defined by eqs.(18)-(22) with AF2^=O (solid curve) and Ar.2

m)=4O(a,(M,,)/7r)2 (dashed

curve) .

The similar dependence of the RG-improved results of eqs.(27),(28) are depicted at Fig.4.

The solid curve (a) corresponds to the RG-improved non-expanded LO massive dependent

expression for R11U, 0^ e<J-(27) with the LO approximation of a» ; the dashed curve (a)

demonstrates the behavior of the expanded in masses LO RG-improved expression for R11^

with V11111- defined by eq.(28) with Af1=O, Af2=O, Afi"°=0 , Af£Bl)=O and the LO ap-

proximation of a*. The dotted curve (b) gives the understanding of the behaviour of the

NLO RG-improved approximant for #;/w- defined by eq.(28) with Af, =(eq.(29)), Af2=O,

Af (,m>=(eq.(31)), Af ^m)=0 and the NLO approximation of a,. Finally the curves (c) demon-

strate the behaviour of the NNLO RG-improved massive approximation of R/^ defined by

eqs.(28)-(32) with Arf/"'=O (solid curve) and A r ^ W o ^ ^ M / / ) / ^ ) 2 (dashed curve).

Let us now discuss our understanding of the behaviour of the different approximations

of Rini) for Ag^ = 150 MeV.

1. For the pole mass parametrization of eq.(3) and eq.(18) taking into account of the LO

and NLO QCD corrections far above threshold region decreases the value of RmJj1 by

over 40% and 10% correspondingly in both massless and massive-dependent cases (see

Figs.1,3). At the NLO level the total numerical reduction is therefore of over 50%.

This effect was already noticed (but not analysed in detail) in refs.[3] starting from the

results of ref.[8].

2. For the RG-improved parametrization the similar pattern can be observed already for

the LO Born results of eq.(27),(28) (see Figs.2,4). This welcomed feature is related

to the effect of variation of the running b-quark mass from the on-shell scale (namely

from TO(,(m{,)) to the Mn scale (i.e. to m,b{Mn)) and demonstrate the importance of

application of the RG-formalism in the phenomenological studies.

3. Figs.2,4 show that, on the contrary to the pole-mass approach, in the RG-approach the

LO approximation does not differ significantly from the NLO and the NNLO results.

This is the one more welcomed feature of the P.G-analysis. Notice, however, that far

above the threshold region the NLO corrections are smaller (sometimes they are even

zero!) then the negative NNLO ones, which decrease the LO and NLO approximations

by 2% to 4% 5. This pattern might indicate the possible problems of applicability of

the NNLO perturbative approximation of r//(lj; (see eq.(28)) and of the related 2-loop

''On the contrary to the considerations of [23, 22] we expect the manifistation of the similar behaviour of

the RG-improved massive-dependent contributions to Z" —» 66 decay.
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mass relation of eq.(16) already discussed from this point of view in the original work

on the subject (13).

4. The calculated by us a^-corrcctions to the pole-mass parametrization of both "mass- j

* less" and the order ml/Mfi contributions to r / / b j (see eqs.(18,20,21)) decrease the

• difference between the pole-mass and RG-improved expressions for fl//bj; (compare

" Figs. 1,3 with Figs.2,4). Indeed, the 15% difference of the order O(a.,) approxima-
L , (I"

Y , tions shrinks to over 4% at the O(aj)-level. Therefore, the observed in ref.[2] puzzle of ;

$• the differences between RG-non-improved and RG-improved parametrizations of T1n^ <

' can be resolved after taking into account of these effects. We have checked that the

! similar situation also holds in the case of the vector and axial contributions to Z" —* bb

decay, which were calculated at the NNLO in ref.[23] and ref.[22] correspondingly. We

hope to return to the more detailed consideration of this topic in future.

5. The comparison of Figs.1,3 and Figs.2,4 demonstrate that starting from M// > 60 GeV

the order 0(TOjJ/M/y ^contributions can be safely neglected both in the pole-mass and

RG-improved approaches. However, beyond this region these corrections are very im-

portant for modeling the threshold behaviour of the corresponding approximants.

6. Indeed, the comparison of two curves (a) and (b) of Fig.3 and of two curves (a) of Fig.4

shows that near the threshold region the Born and the LO massive dependence of the

pole-mass expression for Rjlbi (see eqs.(3,4,5)) and the Born LO RG-improved mas- ,

I'l sive dependence (see eq.(27)) are nicely approximated by the corresponding expanded

^s. formulae with taking into account of the leading order ml/Mf, and m£/Mj/-terms. In

":4l view of this excellent agreement we can hope that this might be the feature, which

do not depend neither from the order of perturbation theory, nor from the concrete

process. This observation joins the results of the more rigorous considerations of the

non-expanded and expanded expressions of the 2-loop self-energy diagrams with dif-

ferent masses [24] in the understanding of the necessity of taking into account of the

i massive corrections in the problems connected with the phenomenological studies of the

\ threshold effects in different processes, including e+e~ —> hadron3 and Z° —> hadrons, '•

I which are now under consideration [25].

j

7. The comparison of the threshold behaviour of the pole-mass and RG-improved massive- '•

dependent expressions for Rilbi with different values of the unknown at present order

• • , 0(^TUfJMf1) term A I y (compare solid curves (c) at Figs.3,4 with AF2 = 0 and the

corresponding dashed curves (c) with AF2" =40(as(M//)/7r)2) cemonstrate that this ^

term is not very important in modeling the threshold behaviour of the corresponding
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*i 2-loop approximants. However, in view of the discussions of the; previous Subsection

4.6 it might be of theoretical interest to calculate this term explicitely .

5. In order to demonstrate the theoretical ambiguities of the analysed approximations of t ;

rf- and of jR//6£-ratio we consider first their variâtLas due to the variation of the parameter

* A ~ from the used by us value A j ^ = 150 MeV (which is in agreement with the results

of the recent QCD analysis of the experimental data for the Gross-Llewellyn Smith deep-

inelastic scattering sum rule [26]) to A— = 250 MeV . This value was proposed as the

.* current most conservative world average in the extensive review of th.*- available theoretical (

and experimental results [14] and have the error bars ±100 MeV.

The typical example of the behaviour of Rm£ for A ^ = 250 MeV is demonstrated at

Fig.5 where the RG-improved massive dependence is presented with the similar notations as

at Fig.4. The behaviour of the curves is qualitatively very similar to the behaviour of the

similar ones of Fig.4 (the conclusions of this behaviour are also similar, see Sec.4 for detailed

discussions). The quantitative difference is that they lie over 5% lower of the corresponding

curves of Fig.4. The similar feature also holds for the variants of the curves of Figs. 1-3,

which are not demonstrated in our paper in view of the lack of space.

Notice, that for A ^ = 250 MeV the relative value of the NLO corrections in the typical

region of M/; values is slightly different then in the case of AJ^ = 150 MeV, being identically

zero for Mn -s 65 GeV (i.

Another difference is that the curves at Fig.5 lie over 5% lower of the corresponding *

curves of Fig.4. The similar feature holds for the variants of the curves of Figs.1-3 (which

À , are not demonst ra ted in our paper ) . We consider these 5% error-bars as t h e measure of t he

: » I dependence of t he values of R11^1 from the currently existing most conservative uncertain-

;if ties in the values of the pa ramete r A±% [141. Notice, t h a t they are comparable with t h e

•, 4% differences between discussed above order O(a2
s) parametr iza t ions of RJI^,, which were

I considered for t he case of A ^ = = 150 M e V .

ft Taking into account both types of the Q C D uncertaint ies we obta in t he following theo-

i retical es t imate for F / / w - in t he intermediate region of Mn values 50 Gc.V < Mn < 160 GeV

" 1 TllbS = (0.55 -r 0.45) ^Gr-Muml (33)

More refined es t imates can be obtained from Figs.1-5 using the concrete values of M// -mass .

Note , tha t in our considerations of the order O(al) Q C D massive-dependent corrections

to T111^ we did not take into account the possible contributions of the diagrams of Fig.6 with

the b-quark and t-quark virtual loops. These diagrams arize from th<: 3-loop ones of Fig.7

after the unitar i ty cut (a) (another cut (b) gives the contr ibution to ifu —> 7 7 subprocess) .

''We are far away from extracting from this observation any theoretical consequences
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\] where nib = ^b(M//) is the running b-quark mass, which is defined with taking into account

j . of the QED corrections to the anomalous mass dimension function fm. Using eqs.(8j,(9),(12)
f > we get the following analytical expressions for the QED corrections to the "coefficient func-

Ii tions"
)L A f 17Q2°(M//) , .

i 4 it
'691

/65 _ 163
U 6 161fi * v ~ ' 1 2 / " * T

7=«

b
(37)

(m)

2,QEI)

10
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In the limit Mn >> 2m,, (namely in the cast; of the neglection of the masses of the quarks

propagating in the internal loops) these diagrams are zero identicall}. However, they can

give some massive-dependent corrections, not studied in ref. [21]. Indeed, as was shown in

ref.(27], the calculation of the contribution of the similar diagrams tc the axial channel of

Z" —» 66 decay results in the appearence of the sizeable a2
3ln(mt/Mz)-:etms. In our case we

also expect the appearence of the massive correction of the similar origin (namely with the

top-mass dependence). We think that this, not yet calculated contribution, will not change

significantly our result of eq.(33).

In the region 50 GeV < Mn < 160 GeV the result (33) for r / / t j ; is also not affected

by the 1-loop electoweak (EW) corrections, calculated in ref.[12). Indeed, for the analysed

! values of a Higgs mass these negative EW corrections are negligible less then -1%) [12].

They start to play the significant role in the region Mn > 250 GeV [12], not considered in

our work. Another sourse of theoretical uncertainties in the !",,^-expression comes from the '

higher order EW-corrections (which due to the smallness of the 1-loop EW effects in the

analysed region of M//-values should be small) and from the mixed EW-QCD contributions.

Following the lines of ref.[15] and using the results of [8] (see eqs.(8,9)) we can calculate the

part of these corrections, namely the contributions to r / /6g of the QED corrections of order ;

O(a2) and 0 (aa , ) . ;

The QED corrected expression for r / / 4 j reads

, à where the QCD contributions were discussed in detail in Sees.2,3,4. The QED contribution
; { V-;

f-fc: F / /6£ can be presented as '•

„ ml . — (m\ „ i mi
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where Q1 are the charges of u,d,s,c and b-quarks, N is the number of leptons (N=3) and

a(Mn) is the QED running coupling constant in the A/S-scheme. Eqs.(35),(3$),(37) have

the following numerical form

= 0 .47" v """ (39)

(40)

(41)

One can see that me higher order QED contributions, as calculated by us, are very small.

More detailed analysis of these QED and mixed QED-QCD effects (which in our case of

course is interesting from the theoretical point of view only) necessitates the consideration

of the multicoupling RG equations for the anomalous mass dimension function 7«,(afl,a) and

the QCD and QED /d-functions with taking into account of the mixed QED-QCD corrections.

The study of this topic, previously considered in the case of the Grand Unified Models (see

e.g.[28]), is beyond the scope of our paper.

Putting Qo = 1 in eqs.(36-38) and a,(Mu) - 0 in eq.(37) one can also use our QED

results for the calculation of the QED corrections to the leptonic decay width of a Higgs

boson (say, W —» T'T+). This possible analysis can be completed after extracting from the

QCD results of ref.[13] the 2-loop QED relation between runninig and pole lepton masses.

The study of this topic is still missed in the literature.

6. Consider now the process Hu -* cc. The Born-level approximation of the pole-mass

parametrization of its decay width reads

3 V ^ A,
8TT Mj1)

(42)

4771? \ 24mz\

It was already shown in Sec.4 that in the case of H0 —* bb decay the QCD corrections are

reducing the value of the Born pole-mass approximation by over 50%. This reduction is

manifesting itself most obviously within the RG language (compare Figs.3,4).

The similar situation holds for the H° —> cc decay width Ynr?. However, there is one

crusial difference in this case. Indeed, in order to calculate the RG improved expression

for Va,T. it is necessary to take into account the effects of variation of the running c-quark

mass m,(s) from the world with / = 4 numbers of active flavours (namely from the region

wjî < a < mjj) to the world with / = 5 numbers of flavours. This car be done by defining

the running c-quark mars as

11

-iïK7ï7Z\dx\ (43)
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W *-••*,, The running of the QCD coupling constant a., at different energy regions can be sewed

together by the following matching condition

ife < W g L ) (44)

l , Q - 3 1 ^ W ) , 4 . 3 7 ^

(')/.„ \ f .S*)
i i f l ' l H \ ' * * u J I * B I * \ D 7 l / \ r

[ ~ ^ ~ ) l T ( . ] i ' - " 7 ^ 1 -<**+2-«81' ^>( v ) !

Substituting the LO approximation of eq.(46) into eq.(42) we get the corresponding LO

RG-improved Born expression for the decay width of the H" —> cc process:

The analog of the NNLO RG-improved expression of eq.(28) reads

i
(48)

mi
S V »["(m.) '

where the numerical values of the NLO and NNLO coefficients Af iif;, Af1^ and Af "'),

Af'/"' can be determined from eqs.(10),(ll),(46). We are leaving the consideration of the

related topics (in the spirit of the discussions of Sec.4) for the possible more detailed further

publication.

where the expressions of the running coupling constants on the l.h.s. and r.h.s. are governed

by eq.(26) with / = 4 and / = 5 numbers of flavours. The similar matching condition was

previously considered in refs.[29],[30],[14|. It gived the numerical relation between the values "•

of the parameter Ajg^ in the worlds with / = 4 and / = 5 numbers of flavours[30|, which

approximately amounts to A ^ = 0.65A— [14].

Using eq.(43) we can express the running c-quark mass mc{M/i) through the pole c-quark

mass m, as

mJ(M|/) = m^c(ai6)(^i/),«iB)("»6),«i'l)("»6),«i4)(»»e)) (45)

where the NNLO MS-scheme approximation of the $, -function is determined by the con-

siderations of ref.[8],[13] and reads

(
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Conclusions.

In this work we consider in detail various QCD uncertainties of the perturbative predic-

tions for the decay width of the W —* 66 process, which is the dominant decay mode of a

Higgs boson in the intermediat mass range 50 GeF < Mu < 2M\y. We present two differ-

ent parametrizations of the results for the decay width F^y, through the b-quark pole mass

a:^: <i Tiionstrate that taking into account of the aj In^(M///nib) and ajJln(M///m6) terms

(v>Hiiii are responsible for the variation of the running b-quark mass) decrease the difference

between the corresponding approximation for F//w- and the one obtained after the summa-

tion of these ln(M///m(,)-terms using the RG-technique. We demonstrated the importance

of taking into account of the massive corrections of order Ofal/Mff) for the analysis of the

threshold conntributions to F / /6y

Far above threshold region the analysed by us QCD corrections are decreasing the value

of F//w- by the factor of over 0.5 (for AJJL = 150 MeV) or over 0.45 (for AJ^ = 250 MeV).

The reduction of the value of T111^ is manifesting itself most obviously for the RG-improved

expressions. This fact demonstrates the importance of using the RG-method in the phe-

nomenological studies.

The discussed QCD contributions to F//fc£ are increasing the values of the branching ratios

of the decays H" —> /~/+ and H1' —> 77 by the factor of over 2. The consideration of the

latter process with taking into account of all existing theoretical information about its decay

width [31],[32] can be of interest from the point of view of planning of the experiments aimed

to the searches of the signals from a Higgs boson in the intermediat mass range. In future we

are going to return to the detailed considerations of the QCD uncertaintes for the branching

ratios of different decays of a Standard Model Higgs boson.

In the process of our work we bacame aware of the works [33], where the effects of the

NNLO corrections to FH(^ [8] were also considered. The certain physical results of our more

detailed studies are in qualitative agreement with the presented in reft.[33] conclusions.
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Figure captions

1

Fig.l: The pole-mass parametrization of the different approximations for RJ/Û, = F' nbbl^W

without massive-dependent corrections ( A ^ = 150 MeV).

Fig.2: The RG-improved approximation of the different expressions for Rtl(i without massive-

dependent corrections (A^- = 150 MeV).

Fig.3: The pole-mass parametrization of the different approximations of Rffy; with the

massive-dependent corrections ( A ^ = 150 MeV).

Fig.4: The RG-improved approximations of the different expressions for /2//tj; with the

massive-dependent contributions ( A ~ = 150 MeV).

Fig.5: The same as at Fig.4 with A ^ = 250 MeV.

• *
Fig.6: The diagram with the top-quark loop, which was not takea into account in our

considerations.

Fig.7: The 3-loop graph which gives different non-analysed by us contributions to

—» hadrons) after the unitarity cuts.
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